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Color Stop Thread Sheet

Snowmen/Stars 
Ornaments

by Rebecca Brent

www.machinecrossstitch.com

©2004  Sudberry House LLC.  All rights reserved

Design #               Sizes
#5060  14 ct   76 x 126mm (2.98 x 4.96”)
#5061  16 ct   63 x 105mm (2.40 x 4.13”)
#5062  18 ct   59 x 98mm (2.31 x 3.86”)
Total Stitches - 8,551

Models stitched with DMC 50wt cotton 

Cotton Cotton Rayon Rayon Rayon Polyester

Stop 50wt 60wt 40wt 40wt 40wt 40wt
# DMC Color Name Stitch Part DMC Mettler Sulky Rob/Ant Madeira Isacord
1 Snow White snowmen B5200 2 1001 2297 1002 17
2 Lemon Light stars 445 922 1067 2259 1135 221
3 Metallic Gold snowmen border 142-7007
4 Metallic Blue snowmen,star border 142-7016
5 Black snowmen 310 3 1005 2296 1000 20
6 Metallic Gold backstitch stars 142-7007
7 Metallic Blue backstitch snowmen,border 142-7016

Illustrated to right:
 Puff Bead ornaments with design 

#5061.
Note: Complete assembly instructions for 

ornaments on page 25.
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Christmas Puff Bead  
Assembly Instructions

(Carefully Read all Directions before Assembling!!!)

1. Trim fi nished stitching apart ½” all around; the short ends are the seam, and the long sides 
are pressed over ¼” to the wrong side. (the short ends can then be trimmed to ¼” for the seam.)

2. Seam the short ends together right sides together, or butt together by hand, wrong sides 
together.  If you use the machine, the beads have to be turned by folding in with your fi nger or 
with the eraser end of a pencil.  This can be tricky but persevere. If you seam by hand, make 
sure the colors in the design match perfectly.  You now have a tube shape.

3. Using a needle and thread, stitch a running stitch all around the folded edge, starting 
opposite the seam line. Leave “tails” so you can gather up as in step #4.  Cut foam rollers to the 
length of the stitching. (sizes vary in these designs) (see A below)

4. Twist the foam rollers into the stitched tube slowly until even on both ends, using the eraser 
end of a pencil, or inset tweezers through the tube and pull into place.  Pull up running stitch 
on both ends and tie with several knots, leaving a hole in the middle for stringing.

5.  Cut  cording  into four 8” pieces. Slip a coordinating tassel loop onto the cording and knot 
the  cut ends together.  Move the tassel to the knot, and pull the cording up through the foam 
bead with tweezers, until the tassel is correctly positioned. (the knot will be hidden inside the 
foam roller)  Lace the wooden bead onto the top of the stitched bead and your ornament is now 
complete.(see B below)  Enjoy!

A B

Four Red/Green Ornaments
Design #5055

Supplies Needed:  Foam Hair Rollers.  These can be purchased at your local pharmacy.  We 
recommend buying the medium size rollers.   Rat Tail Cording in color of your choice (1 yard per 4 
beads).  1½” Tassels and 12mm wooden beads in colors of your choice.  Beads available at craft stores.  

IMPORTANT:  WE RECOMMEND STITCHING THE 16CT VERSION OF DESIGN TO FIT 
MEDIUM SIZE FOAM HAIR ROLLERS.


